
Interest-Rate Caps, 
Collars, and Floors 

Peter A. Abken 

As some of the newest interest-rate risk management instruments, caps, collars, 
and floors are the subject of increasing attention among both investors and 
analysts. This article explains how such instruments are constructed, discusses 
their credit risks, and presents a new approach for valuing caps, collars, and 
floors subject to default risk. 
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Since the late 1970s interest rates on all 

types of fixed-income securities have 

become more volatile, spawning a va-

riety of methods to mitigate the costs associ-

ated with interest-rate fluctuations. Managing 

interest-rate risk has become big business and 

an exceedingly complicated activity. One facet 

of this type of risk management involves buying 

and selling "derivative" assets, which can be 

used to offset or hedge changes in asset or 

liability values caused by interest-rate move-

ments. As its name implies, the value of a de-

rivative asset depends on the value of another 

asset or assets. 

Two types of derivative assets widely dis-

cussed in the financial press and in previous 

Economic Review articles are options and fu-

tures contracts.1 Another derivative asset that 

has become extremely popular is the interest-

rate swap.2 This article examines a group of 

instruments known as interest-rate caps, col-

lars, and floors, which are medium- to long-term 

agreements that have proven to be highly useful 

for hedging against interest-rate uncertainties. 

In this regard, caps, collars, and floors can be 

thought of as insurance poi icies against adverse 

movements in interest rates. 

Like interest-rate swaps, to which these in-

struments are closely related, caps, collars, and 

floors are designed to hedge cash flows over 

time rather than on a single date. The discussion 

below will show how caps, collars, and floors are 

related to each other, as well as how they may be 

constructed from the most basic derivative as-

set, the option. The article also shows the ways 

in which caps, collars, and floors are created in 

practice, along with the different kinds of inter-

mediaries involved in the cap market.3 The 

rationale for hedging is reviewed, as are exam-

ples of how caps, collars, and floors are used by 

different financial institutions. The last section 

of the article considers the credit risk associ-

ated with buying caps, collars, or floors and pre-

sents a new approach for determin ing the 

expected cost of default on these instruments. 

The author is an economist in the financial section of the 
Atlanta Fed's Research Department. He thanks Igor A. Lam-
ser of Noonan, Astley, and Pearce, Inc., for helpful dis-
cussions about the cap market and for providing data on 
cap rates. 

What Is an Interest-Rate Cap? 

An interest-rate cap, sometimes called a ceil-

ing, is a financial instrument that effectively 

places a maximum amount on the interest pay-

ment made on floating-rate debt. Many busi-

nesses borrow funds through loans or bonds on 

which the periodic interest payment varies 

according to a prespecified short-term interest 

rate. The most widely used rate in both the caps 

and swaps markets is the London Interbank 

Offered Rate (LIBOR), which is the rate offered 

on Eurodollar deposi ts of one international 

bank held at another.4 A typical example of 

floating-rate borrowing might be a firm taking 

out a $20 million bank loan on which the interest 

would be paid every three months at 50 basis 

points (hundredths of a percent) over LIBOR 

prevailing at each payment date. Other short-

term rates that are used in conjunction with caps 

include commercial bank certificate of deposit 

(CD) rates, the prime interest rate, Treasury bill 

rates, commercial paper rates, and certain tax-

exempt interest rates. 

Data on the size of the cap market are 

sketchy. The International Swap Dealers Asso-

ciation (ISDA) conducted a survey of its mem-

bers in March 1989, and 44 of the association's 97 

members responded. Almost 90 percent of the 

respondents reported participating in the mar-

kets for caps, collars, floors, and opt ions on 

swaps. As of year-end 1988, these members 

alone held 7,521 caps, collars, and floors, with a 

total notional principal of $290 bill ion. The 

volume conducted through 1988 was reported 

as having notional principal of $172 bil l ion. 

These figures inflate the size of the market con-

siderably because they are not adjusted for 

transactions among the dealers themselves, 

such as the purchase or sale of caps or floors to 

hedge existing positions in these instruments. 

On the other hand, the survey did not cover the 

entire market. Nonetheless, the figures prob-

ably still greatly overstate the size of the market, 

net of interdealer transactions or positions.5 

The interest-rate swaps market is vastly larger at 

over$l trillion. 

Most studies of caps concern agreements 

offered by commercial or investment banks to 

borrowers seeking interest-rate protection. 

These instruments are often tailored to a client's 
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needs, and, particularly in the case of caps, may 

be marketable or negotiable. Caps, collars, and 

floors can also be manufactured out of basic 

derivative assets: options or futures contracts, 

or a combination of the two. The following dis-

cussion will define caps, collars, and floors in 

terms of option contracts, which are the sim-

plest type of derivative asset. 

Call and Put Options. An option is a financial 

contract with a fixed expiration date that offers 

either a positive return (payoff) or nothing at 

maturity, depending on the value of the asset 

underlying the option. At expiration, a call op-

tion gives the purchaser the right, but not the 

obligation, to buy a fixed number of units of the 

underlying asset if that asset's price exceeds a 

level specified in the option contract. The seller 

or "writer" of a call has the obligation to sell the 

underlying asset at the specified exercise or 

strike price if the call expires "in the money." 

The payoff on a call need not actually involve 

delivery of the underlying asset to the call buyer 

but rather can be settled by a cash payment. The 

caps market, for example, uses cash settlement. 

If the asset price finishes below the exercise 

price, the call is said to expire "out of the 

money." 

Put options are analogous to calls. In this case, 

though, the purchaser has the right to sell, rather 

than buy, a fixed number of units of the underly-

ing asset if the asset price is below the exercise 

price. The options discussed in this article will 

all be "European" options, which can only be 

exercised on the expiration date, as opposed to 

"American" options, which can be exercised any 

time before or at expiration. As will be seen, 

caps, floors, and collars are European-style 

option-based instruments, and the European 

interest-rate call option is the basic building 

block for the interest-rate cap. 

Options on debt instruments can be confus-

ing if it is unclear just what the option "price" 

represents. For debt instruments, the strike 

price is referred to as the strike level, reflecting 

an interest rate. Recall that the price of a debt 

instrument, such as a Treasury bill or CD, moves 

inversely with its corresponding interest rate; as 

the interest rate of a Treasury bill rises, its price 

falls. Thus, a call on a Treasury bill rate is effec-

tively a put on its price. (To keep the exposition 

clear, all discussion will be in terms of options 

on interest rates. The strike price will be re-

ferred to as the strike level.) A call with a strike 

level of 8 percent (on an annual basis) on some 

notional amount of principal is effectively a cap 

on a floating-rate loan payment coinciding with 

the expiration of this option. (The notional 

amount of principal is a sum used as the basis 

for the option payoff computation. Cap, collar, 

and floor agreements do not involve any ex-

change of principal.) 

Assume the call's payment date, known as the 

reset date, falls semiannually. If the interest rate 

is less than 8 percent on the reset date, the call 

expires worthless. If the interest rate exceeds 

8 percent, the call pays off the difference be-

tween the actual interest rate and the strike 

level times the notional principal, in turn mul-

tiplied by the fraction of a year that has elapsed 

since purchase of the option. For example, if 

7Cjaps, floors, and collars are Euro-

pe an-style option-based instruments, 

and the European interest-rate call 

option is the basic building block for 

the interest-rate cap. " 

the actual rate of interest six months later were 

10 percent and if the notional principal were 

$1 million, the payment received from the call 

writer would be 2 percent (the 10 percent 

actual rate minus the 8 percent strike level) 

x $ 1,000,000 x 180/360 = $ 10,000. 

A put option on an interest payment works in 

a similar way and is the foundation for the 

interest-rate floor. The holder of a floating-rate 

loan could protect against a loss in interest 

income from the loan by buying an interest-rate 

put. A fall in the interest rate below the strike 

level of the put would result in a payoff from the 

option, offsetting the interest income lost be-

cause of a lower interest payment on the loan. 

An option writer is basically an insurer who 

receives a premium payment from the option 

buyer when an option is created (sold). In fact, 

the option price is alternatively called the op-

tion premium. The same party can simultane-
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ously write and buy options, thus creating an 

interest-rate collar. Before exploring this strate-

gy further, option pricing must be reviewed 

briefly. 

Option Pricing. An option's price before ex-

piration depends on several variables, includ-

ing the value of the underlying asset on which 

the option is written, the risk-free rate of in-

terest (usually a Treasury bill that matures at the 

same time as the option), the time remaining 

before expiration, the strike price or level, and 

the volatility of the underlying asset price.6 For 

later reference, readers should know how an 

option price changes in response to a change in 

an underlying variable, all other variables re-

maining constant. A call price rises (falls) when 

the underlying asset price, volatility, or time to 

expiration increases (decreases). It falls (rises) 

"A cap can... be perceived as a series 

of interest-rate call options for suc-

cessively more distant reset dates; a 

floor is a similarly constructed series of 

put options." 

with an increase (decrease) in the exercise 

price. A put price rises (falls) with an increase 

(decrease) in the strike price or volatility. It falls 

(rises) with an increase (decrease) in the under-

lying asset price or interest rate. Unlike a call 

price, a put price is not unambiguously affected 

by an increase in the time to expiration, but the 

put price depends at any time on how far in or 

out of the money the put is.7 

For an interest-rate call option, the higher the 

strike level compared to the current interest 

rate, the lower the option value. Choosing a high 

strike level (out-of-the-money) call is less ex-

pensive than buying an at-the-money or in-the-

money call. Similarly, a low strike level (out-

of-the-money) put is cheaper than one with a 

higher strike level. 

This relationship between an option's strike 

level and its price (the amount the option is out 

of the money) is analogous to a large deductible 

on an insurance policy. Such a policy is less 

likely to pay off and is therefore less expensive. 

Likewise, the cost of interest-rate "insurance" 

can be reduced by taking a large deductible— 

that is, buying an out-of-the-money option— 

and thereby protecting only against large, ad-

verse interest-rate movements. 

Creating an interest-rate collar is another 

method for reducing the cost of interest-rate 

insurance. The call-option premium for an 

interest-rate cap may be partially or completely 

offset by selling a put option that sets an 

interest-rate floor. For a floating-rate debt holder, 

the effect of this dual purchase is to protect 

against rate movements above the cap level 

while simultaneously giving up potential inter-

est savings if the rate drops below the floor 

level. 

If the cap and floor levels of a collar are nar-

rowed to the extent that they coincide at the 

current floating interest rate—that is, both put 

and call options are at the money—the resulting 

collar is so tight that it is similar to a forward con-

tract on an interest rate, which is a derivative 

asset that locks in the current forward rate. 

When the contract expires, the change in the 

contract's value that has occurred since the 

inception of the contract exactly offsets the 

change in the interest payment due. A rise in the 

floating-rate payment is matched by an equal 

gain in the interest paid to the contract holder; a 

fall in the floating-rate payment is balanced by 

an equal loss on the forward contract. In effect, a 

forward contract converts a floating-rate pay-

ment to a fixed-rate payment. 

The discussion thus far has been about a 

single payment, yet, as ment ioned earlier, 

actual cap, collar, or floor agreements are de-

signed to hedge a series of cash flows, not just 

one. A cap can thus be perceived as a series of 

interest-rate call options for successively more 

distant reset dates; a floor is a similarly con-

structed series of put options. Assume that an 

interest payment on floating-rate debt falls due 

in three months, at the next reset date. If the 

interest rate on the reset date exceeds the 

strike level, the cap writer would make a pay-

ment to the cap buyer on a date to coincide with 

the cap buyer's own payment date on the un-

derlying floating-rate debt. 

A collar that consists of a series of at-the-

money call and put options is equivalent to an 
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interest-rate swap. Buying the cap and selling 

the floor transforms floating-rate debt to fixed-

rate debt, whereas selling the cap and buying 

the floor switches fixed-rate debt into floating-

rate debt. A swap that is constructed out of cap 

and floor agreements is ca11 ed a synthetic swap. 
Caps brokers and dealers will sometimes deter-

mine rates on floors by deriving the rate from 

swap and cap rates, which come from instru-

ments that are more actively traded than floors 

and therefore more accurately reflect current 

market values. 

In practice, swaps are not usually put together 

from cap and floor agreements. Caps and floors 

are more readily tradable than swaps because 

credit risk is one-sided; swaps carry a credit risk 

that is two-sided in nature. Matching buyers and 

sellers for swaps is therefore more involved 

than for caps or floors.8 

Examples of some caps, collars, and floors 

should help the reader understand their opera-

tion. As the foregoing single-payment-date dis-

cussion illustrates, creating these instruments 

amounts to an exercise in option pricing. One 

widely used option-pricing model, known as the 

Black futures option model, is used in the fol-

lowing examples.9 Robert Tompkins (1989) ex-

plains caps pricing in terms of Black's model, 

and the examples that follow are loosely pat-

terned on Tompkins' approach. 

The chief virtue of the Black model is its sim-

plicity and ease of use, even though it has a 

serious internal inconsistency when used to 

value debt options: the assumption that the 

short-term interest rate (that is, the Treasury bill 

rate) is constant. Options on short-term interest 

rates have value, though, only if those rates are 

less than perfectly predictable. In the last sec-

tion of this paper, a more complex model that 

does not suffer from this shortcoming is used to 

price options.10 

Eurodollar Futures and Forward LIBOR. In 

order to give realistic yet simple examples of 

caps, collars, and floors, this article assumes 

that the reset dates coincide with the expiration 

dates of Eurodollar futures contracts, which are 

traded at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

(CME) and the London International Financial 

Futures Exchange (LIFFE). Purchase of a Euro-

dollar futures contract locks in the interest pay-

ment on a $ 1 million three-month time deposit 

to be made upon expiration of the futures con-

tract. The interest rate on the deposit is three-

month LIBOR. On the other hand, the seller of a 

Eurodollar futures contract is obligated to pay 

the specified LIBOR-based interest payment 

at expiration.11 

Eurodollar futures expire in a quarterly cycle 

two London business days prior to the third 

Wednesday of March, June, September, and 

December. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

currently offers contract expiration months ex-

tending four years, with only March and Septem-

ber contracts for the fourth year.12 The interest 

rate implied by a Eurodollar futures price may 

be regarded as a forward interest rate, that is, 

the three-month LIBOR expected by the market 

to prevail at the expiration date for each con-

tract.13 

The Black model uses the futures price for a 

particular contract expiration month as an input 

to determine the value of a European call and 

put option on that contract. In the case of Euro-

dollar futures contracts, the add-on yield (100 

minus the futures price) is plugged into Black's 

formula. Another crucial variable is the volatil ity, 

which is either estimated from the historical 

volatility of the Eurodollar futures yield or ob-

tained as an implied volatility from traded 

Eurodollar futures options.14 Chart I shows the 

recent behavior of both of these volatility mea-

sures. Again, higher volatility results in higher-

cost call and put opt ions and hence more 

expensive caps and floors. 

Table I gives two-year cap, floor, and collar 

prices on three-month LIBOR for two arbitrarily 

chosen dates, June 19, 1989, and December 14, 

1987, that give reset dates which coincide with 

Eurodollar futures expiration dates. The first 

date illustrates pricing during a relatively low 

volatility period when the term structure of 

LIBOR rates, as given by the "strip" of prices on 

successively more distant contracts, was just 

about flat. The market was predicting virtually 

no change in short-term interest rates over this 

two-year horizon. In panel A of Table 1, the con-

tract expiration months are given along with the 

forward rates or add-on yields for each futures 

contract. The row labeled time to expiration 
shows the number of days from the creation of 

the cap, floor, or collar to the expiration date for 

each contract. Another input into Black's formu-

la, the risk-free rate, is taken to be the Treasury 

bill or zero-coupon bond yield for which the 
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volatility Chart 1. 
in Implied and Historical Volatilities for Eurodollar Futures Prices 

percent (daily data, December 1985-July 1989) 
50 - f 

January 1986 January 1987 January 1988 January 1989 

Higher volatility, such as that exhibited around the time of the October 1987 stock-market break, results in more expen-
sive caps, shown in Charts 2, 3, and 4. 

Note: Gaps in Chart 1 result from missing observations. 

Source: Chicago Mercantile Exchange. 

expiration falls nearest to the futures expira-

tion date. 

The first example prices a two-year 10 percent 

cap, which consists of the sum of seven call 

options. At 10 percent, this cap is clearly out of 

the money. The computed call option price is 

expressed in basis points. The calls become 

progressively more expensive as the time to 

expiration increases, reflecting the rising t ime 

value of the calls. The shorter-maturity calls have 

little value because they are out of the money 

and, given the volatility, only a slight chance 

exists that they might finish in the money. Al-

though the more distant calls are also out of the 

money, there is more t ime (and more uncer-

tainty) about what LIBOR will do. Thus, their 

value is greater because of the higher prob-

ability that they might expire in the money. The 

sum of these calls is the cap rate, which is 147 

basis points (rounded from I47.1).'5 For a three-

month contract with a nominal face value of $ l mil-

lion, a one-basis-point move is worth $25 

($l million x .01% x 90/360). Translated into dol-

lars, 147.1 basis points is $3,677.60 (147.1 x $25), 

which represents the dollar cost of placing a cap 

for two years on a $1 million loan. This example 

was computed ignoring the risk of default on the 

cap. It also assumes that payments at reset 

dates, if owed, are made at the time of the 

reset date. 

Next, a slightly out-of-the-money 7.5 percent 

floor is shown. The total cost is 96 basis points, 

or $2,396.61. As ment ioned above, the cost of 

interest-rate protection can be reduced by 

creating a collar, which is sometimes referred to 

as a ceiling-floor agreement. In this example, 
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Table 1. 
Examples of Two-Year Cap, Floor, and Collar Prices on Three-Month LIBOR 

Panel A: June 19,1989; Volatility, 18 percent 

September December March June September December March 
1988 1988 1989 1989 1989 1989 1990 

Time to expiration (days) 91 182 273 364 455 546 637 

Forward rate 9.02 8.84 8.64 8.71 8.77 8.87 8.86 

Risk-free rate 8.46 8.47 8.54 8.56 8.59 8.59 8.56 

Call prices 

(10.0 percent strike) 5.3 10.3 12.9 19.9 26.5 34.1 38.1 

Put prices 

(7.5 percent strike) .6 4.7 11.8 15.4 18.6 20.6 24.2 

10 percent cap 7.5 percent floor Zero-cost collar 

Cost in basis points: 147 Cost in basis points: 96 10 percent cap implies 

Cost in dollars: $3,677.60 Cost in dollars: $2,396.61 7.85 percent floor 

Panel B: June 19,1989; Volatility, 18 percent 

September December March June September December March 

1988 1988 1989 1989 1989 1989 1990 

Call prices 
(11 percent strike) .4 2.2 3.8 7.6 11.8 16.9 20.3 

Put prices 

(7 percent strike) .1 1.3 4.7 7.2 9.5 11.2 13.9 

11 percent cap 7 percent floor Zero-cost collar 

Cost in basis points: 63 Cost in basis points: 48 11 percent cap implies 

Cost in dollars: $1,575.84 Cost in dollars: $1,198.08 7.19 percent floor 

Panel C: December 14,1987; Volatility, 25 percent 

March June September December March June September 

1988 1988 1988 1988 1989 1989 1989 

Time to expiration (days) 91 182 280 371 455 553 644 

Forward rate 8.09 8.34 8.62 8.88 9.11 9.31 9.48 

Risk-free rate 6.09 6.79 7.11 7.51 7.66 7.79 7.92 

Call prices 
(10 percent strike) 2.1 12.5 28.9 45.9 62.0 78.0 91.6 

Put prices 
(7.5 percent strike) 16.2 23.0 26.8 29.0 30.5 32.9 34.8 

10 percent cap 7.5 percent floor Zero-cost collar 

Cost in basis points: 321 Cost in basis points: 193 10 percent cap implies 

Cost in dollars: $8,025.53 Cost in dollars: $4,829.68 8.05 percent floor 

Note: Dollar amount is for $1,000,000 in notional principal. 
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selling a 7.5 percent floor would substantially 

reduce the cost of a 10 percent cap. The com-

bination would cost about 51 basis points, or 

$1,281. However, by judiciously selecting the 

floor level—in this case, 7.85 percent—the price 

of the cap can be driven to zero.16 Marketing 

peop le del ight in explaining that downside 

interest-rate protection (the cap) can be ob-

tained at no cost: just sell a floor.17 Of course, 

though, this strategy carries a cost. The holder of 

an interest-rate collar has traded away potential 

savings on interest-rate declines below the floor. 

This caveat notwithstanding, a collar for which 

the floor exactly matches the cap will be re-

ferred to as a zero-cost collar. 

Panel B illustrates how the cost of caps and 

floors falls by selecting more out-of-the-money 

levels. Increasing the cap by one percentage 

point to 11 percent reduces the cap rate sub-

stantially to 63 basis points, or $1,575.84. De-

creasing the floor by half a percentage point to 

7 percent more than halves the cost to 48 basis 

points, or $ 1,198.08. A zero-cost collar with an 

11 percent cap effectively lowers the floor to 7.19 

percent. 

The final example, reflected in panel C of 

Table 1, shows prices for caps, collars, and floors 

during the relatively high volatility period after 

the October 1987 stock market break. As depict-

ed in Chart 1, Eurodollar futures' volatility surged 

during and after the October 21 crash; the 

degree of fluctuation had abated greatly by late 

January, although it had not returned com-

pletely to precrash levels. The implied volatility 

was 25 percent on December 14, 1987, as com-

pared to 18 percent on June 19, 1989, in the 

earlier examples. The 10 percent cap priced in 

panel C is substantially more costly than the one 

in panel A. The cost is 321 basis points, or 

$8,025.53. Another important factor contributing 

to the higher cost is the rising structure of LIBOR 

forward rates. Although the futures nearest to 

expiration indicate a forward rate of 8.09 per-

cent as compared to 9.02 percent in the June 19, 

1989, example, the distant futures for Decem-

ber 14, 1987, have forward rates that are well 

above those for June 19. The upward sloping 

term structure of interest rates for December 14 

reinforces the effect of higher volatility on rais-

ing cap and floor rates. The floor is more expen-

sive as well at 193 basis points, or $4,829.68. 

Interestingly, the zero-cost collar with a 10 per-

cent cap is only slightly more constraining with a 

floor of 8.05 percent as compared to 7.85 per-

cent in the previous example, which exhibited 

low volatility and flat term structure.18 

Caps, Collars, and Floors in Practice 

At first sight, creating caps, collars, and floors 

would appear to be a simple matter because 

options are traded on the Eurodollar futures 

contract. Selecting the appropriate strike levels 

and expiration dates would appear to be all one 

needs to manufacture a cap, collar, or floor. 

However, as mentioned above, Eurodollar con-

tracts extend into the future for at most four 

years (which nevertheless is an unusually large 

number of months for a futures contract). Euro-

dollar futures options traded at the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange currently have expiration 

dates ranging out only two years, in a quarterly 

cycle that matches that of the Eurodollar fu-

tures contracts.19 

Another limitation of Eurodollar futures op-

tions is that only contracts expiring within the 

three months or so from the current date are 

liquid, that is, they are the only ones that are 

actively traded so that their prices at any t ime 

reliably reflect equilibrium values. The options 

also are limited to strike levels in increments of 

25 basis points, whereas the futures have incre-

ments of one basis point. Unlike Eurodollar 

futures and options, caps, collars, and floors 

have been created with maturities extending as 

much as 10 years. Furthermore, actual caps, 

collars, and floors can be created on any day, not 

just on futures and options expiration dates. 

The actual use of futures and options to fashion 

caps, collars, and floors is neither a straightfor-

ward nor a riskless matter. 

The solution to this problem is the use of 

existing futures and options contracts to create 

the desired positions synthetically. Synthesiz-

ing an options position using options or futures 

contracts—or a combination of the two—requires 

not only taking appropriate positions in the 

existing liquid contracts but also altering that 

position over t ime so that the value of the actual 

position tracks or "replicates" the desired posi-

tion. This process is known as dynamic hedging. 
Theoretically, the replicating portfolio of actual 
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futures and options contracts can exactly match 

the value of, say, a cap sold to a counterparty.20 

In reality, managing a replicating portfolio is a 

risky and costly activity.21 Tracking errors cumu-

late since costly trading cannot be conducted 

continuously as is theoretically required and 

because mismatches can occur with the expira-

tion dates and possibly also with the interest 

rates involved. Using Eurodollar futures to 

hedge a cap based on the commercial paper 

rate exemplifies the latter.22 

The Over-the-Counter Market 

In view of the complexit ies and risks of 

dynamic-hedging strategies, most cap, collar, 

and floor users prefer over-the-counter instru-

ments. Commercial and investment banks cre-

ate these instruments themselves, possibly by 

manufacturing them through dynamic hedging. 

Nonfinancial users tend to rely on the expertise 

of these financial institutions and are willing to 

pay for the convenience of interest-rate risk 

management products issued through an inter-

mediary. The intermediaries may also be more 

willing to bear the risks associated with hedging 

because of the scale of their operations. In fact, 

Keith C. Brown and Donald J. Smith (1988) de-

scribe the increasing involvement of banks in 

offering interest-rate risk management instru-

ments as the reintermediation of commercial 

banking. Since the 1970s, commercial banks 

have played less of a role in channeling funds 

from lenders to borrowers. With the growth of 

interest-rate risk management , though, their 

intermediary role is being restored, albeit in a 

different form. 

Commercial banks, particularly the largest 

money-center banks, are better able to absorb 

and control the hedging risks associated with 

managing a caps, collars, and floors portfolio, 

and these institutions are better able to evalu-

ate the credit risks inherent in instruments 

bought from other parties. Credit risk arises 

because any counterparty selling a cap, for 

example, is obligated to make payments if the 

cap moves in the money on a reset date. That 

counterparty could go bankrupt at some point 

during the course of the cap agreement and 

would default on its obligation. (This issue is 

examined in detail in the last section of this arti-

cle.) By taking positions in caps, collars, and 

floors, commercial banks—and to a lesser ex-

tent, investment banks—act as dealers by buy-

ing and selling to any counterparties. Within 

their portfolio or "book" of caps and floors, 

individual instruments partially net out, leaving 

a residual exposed position that the banks then 

hedge in the options and futures markets. Much 

trading of caps, collars, and floors consists of 

purchases and sales of these instruments to 

adjust positions and risk exposures, so much of 

the caps market's volume is generated by inter-

dealer transactions. In addition to the dozen or 

so commercial and investment banks in New 

York and London that dominate the caps mar-

ket, there are about half a dozen caps brokers, 

who do not take positions themselves but in-

stead match buyer and seller.23 

Caps, collars, and floors are usually sold in 

multiples of $5 million, but because of the cus-

tomized nature of the over-the-counter market 

other amounts can be arranged. Most caps have 

terms that range from one to five years and have 

reset dates or frequencies that are usually 

monthly, quarterly, or semiannual. Caps based 

on three-month LIBOR are the most common 

and the most l iquid or tradable. From the pur-

chaser's point of view, buying a cap that matches 

the characteristics of the liability being hedged 

might seem best. Even strike levels and no-

tional principal amounts can be chosen to vary 

over the term of an agreement in a predeter-

mined way, but good fit comes at a price. Trans-

actions costs are higher for such tailored prod-

ucts, as reflected by the larger difference be-

tween bid and offer rates on uncommon caps. 

This wider spread also increases the cost of 

removing caps by selling them before their term 

expires. Many users opt for a l iquid cap and are 

willing to absorb the basis risk—the risk from a 

mismatch of interest basis or other character-

istics—in order to avoid the higher cost of a less 

l iquid instrument. 

Caps and floors are usually available at strike 

levels within several percentage points of the 

current interest-rate basis and are most com-

monly written out of the money. Settlement 

dates typically occur after reset dates, upon 

maturity of the underlying instrument. For ex-

ample, interest on a three-month Eurodollar 

deposit is credited upon maturity of the de-
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posit. A cap on three-month LIBOR would have 

a three-month lag between a reset date and 

actual settlement. Most payments for caps are 

made up front, although they can also be amor-

tized. When a cap and a floating-rate loan come 

from the same institution, the two are usually 

treated as a single instrument; thus, when the 

floating rate exceeds the strike level, payment is 

limited to the strike level and the cap does not 

pay off directly.24 

Long-Term Caps. During the mid-1980s, early 

in the development of the caps market, longer-

term caps were created directly from floating-

rate securities rather than synthetically. Two 

kinds of floating-rate instruments were used: 

floating-rate CDs and floating-rate notes.25 

Floating-rate notes are debt obligations usually 

indexed to LIBOR, and floating-rate CDs are 

medium-term deposit instruments that are also 

typically indexed to LIBOR. The innovation that 

sparked much activity in the caps market was 

the issuance of capped floating-rate notes and 

CDs that in turn had their caps stripped off and 

sold as separate instruments sometimes known 

as "free-standing" caps. 

As an illustration, consider the floating-rate 

CD. Banks use ordinary CDs as well as variable-

rate CDs to acquire funds for the purpose of 

making loans and funding other balance-sheet 

assets. The capped floating-rate CD was pro-

moted as a method of raising funds below 

LIBOR, the rate on an uncapped CD with a vari-

able rate of interest. The reason is that, after 

issuing a capped floating-rate CD to a deposi-

tor, a bank could then sell the corresponding 

cap into the caps market and collect premium 

income. Because CDs of this type typically fund 

floating-rate loans, the bank would be fully 

hedged after selling the cap. Funding costs 

would be lowered if the premium for the cap on 

the floating-rate CD were less than the premium 

thatthebankcollectedupon selling the cap into 

the market.26 This method of creating or "sourc-

ing" caps, floors, and collars—through capped 

floating-rate CDs and floating-rate notes-

became extremely popular but was short-lived. 

Reportedly, the longer-term caps were gradu-

ally perceived to be undervalued, such that 

cap writers were not being compensated for the 

risks of having to make payments to cap holders 

if interest rates rose above strike levels.27 Also 

contributing to the demise of this method of 

sourcing was a flattening of the yield curve that 

made floating-rate borrowing less attractive and 

reduced cap prices. Today, few caps, collars, or 

floors are created beyond the five-year matur-

ity. 

Charts 2-4 give actual cap bid and offer rates, 

in basis points, quoted by one major caps 

broker in New York. The bid rate is the rate at 

which the broker is wil 1 ing to buy a cap; the offer 

rate is the rate at which the broker sells a cap. 

The spread between the two represents the 

transactions costs of match ing buyer with seller. 

Charts 2, 3, and 4, respectively, give the rates on 

two-year 8 percent, three-year 10 percent, and 

five-year 10 percent caps. These rates are just a 

sample; many other strike levels are available. 

The strike levels quoted change over time as 

interest rates change. Cap strike levels that 

move too far in the money or out of the money 

are discontinued and replaced by caps with 

strike levels that are in greater demand. All of 

these series are highly correlated. They are also 

correlated with the volatilities shown in Chart I, 

which are a major determinant of cap values.28 

The Motivation for Hedging 

and Some Hypothetical Examples 

With some background on the caps, collars, 

and floors market, the use of interest-rate risk 

management instruments can now be put into 

perspective by briefly considering the nature of 

hedging. Caps, collars, and floors are often 

talked about in terms of an insurance analogy. 

They are instruments that can be used to hedge 

assets orliabilitiesand thus protect against loss 

resulting from interest-rate risk. In practice, 

though, distinguishing between hedging and 

speculating in interest-rate risk management is 

sometimes difficult, especially with option-

based instruments. Discretion is required in 

selecting the timing of the hedge, the strike 

level, and the maturity of the instrument, all of 

which are usually predicated on some opinion 

of what interest rates and other variables are 

expected to do. Selling a cap or floor, for exam-

ple, is a way to generate income on a fixed-

income portfolio by collecting the premiums. 

The decision to sell often reflects a difference of 

opinion regarding the volatility implied by the 
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Chart 2. 
Two-Year 8 Percent Cap Bid and Offer Rates 

(daily data, March 1987-October 1988) 

cap or floor. If a money manager thinks a cap is 

overvalued because the market's expectation of 

volatility is higher than his or her own, then sell-

ing an out-of-the-money cap might be a good 

move. If the money manager's judgment about 

volatility is correct, even small upward moves in 

the interest rate may not wipe out all of the pre-

mium income. At the same time, the sale pro-

vides a limited hedge against small downward 

moves in rates, again because of the premium 

receipt. 

Even determining the effect of hedging can 

be problematic, since a firm's purchase of a cap, 

for example, to hedge the interest-rate risk of a 

particular liability could increase the variability 

of the firm's net worth. The financial claim being 

hedged may itself help offset the variability of 

another financial claim on the balance sheet. 

The net result of a specific hedge could be to 

increase the interest-rate risk exposure of the 

firm. 

A more fundamental issue is why firms hedge 

in the first place. A basic insight derived from 

the economics of uncertainty is that risk aver-

sion leads individuals to prefer stable income 

and consumpt ion streams to highly variable 

ones. Given an assumption of risk aversion on 

the part of decision makers, one can show that 

their welfare or utility (that is, their economic 

well-being) is greater over time if they enjoy 

smooth income or consumption opportunities 

rather than erratic ones.29 Hedging is a way of 

improving economic well-being by trading off 

income or consumption in good times for great-

er income or consumption in bad times. Thus, a 

hedging strategy serves a well-defined purpose 
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Chart 3. 
Rate in Three-Year 10 Percent Cap Bid and Offer Rates 

basis points (daily data, March 1987-June 1989) 
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The rates depicted in Chart 3 are highly correlated with those in Charts 2 and 4, as well as with the volatilities in 
Chart 1. 

Source: Noonan, Astley, and Pearce, Inc. 

for risk-averse economic agents, such as farmers 

or a firm's owner-manager. The issue is less 

clear-cut for widely held corporations, which 

actually are the typical users of interest-rate 

risk-management tools. A corporation owned by 

a large number of stockholders need not op-

erate like a risk-averse decision maker because 

each stockholder can insulate his or her wealth 

and consumption opportunities from risk, spe-

cific to the corporation's activities, by holding 

a diversified portfolio of assets. 

Clifford W. Smith and René M. Stulz ( 1985) sur-

veyed managers of widely held, value-maximizing 

corporations to determine the motivations be-

hind hedging behavior. According to the re-

searchers, managers engage in hedging of a 

firm's value for three basic reasons. The first 

explanation is tax-related; Smith and Stulz ar-

gue that, on average, a less variable pretax firm 

value implies a higher after-tax firm value than 

does a more variable pretax value. The reason-

ing turns on their assumption that the level of 

corporate tax liabilities grows at an increasing 

rate with rising pretax firm value because of the 

progressive structure of the tax code. Hedging 

helps reduce the variability of pretax firm value 

and therefore raises after-tax value. Second, 

Smith and Stulz maintain that hedging lowers 

the probability that the firm will go bankrupt 

and thus incur bankruptcy costs. Hedging firm 

value would benefit stockholders by reducing 

the expected future costs of bankruptcy that 

lower current firm value. A related point is that a 

firm's debt may often contain covenants that 

force the company to alter investment policies 

that the shareholders would like to see under-
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taken. Hedging reduces the likelihood of finan-

cial distress and the limitations on managers' 

discretion that bond covenants may impose. A 

third reason for hedging is that when managerial 

compensation is tied to the firm's value, man-

agers may become more risk-averse in order to 

maintain that value. 

Participants in the Caps, Collars, and Floors 

Market While the precise social value of interest-

rate risk management products is not fully un-

derstood in the case of widely held corporations, 

such products are clearly becoming increasingly 

popular among corporate treasurers and other 

financial managers. End users of caps, collars, 

and floors typically include firms seeking to 

limit exposure to adverse movements in short-

term interest rates, such as a firm that sells com-

mercial paper to fund its purchases of inventory. 

Specific market participants are depository in-

stitutions, particularly savings and loan associa-

tions (S&Ls) ; corporations going through lever-

aged buyouts (LBOs) or taking on debt to fend 

off hostile takeovers; and real estate devel-

opers, who are often highly leveraged with 

floating-rate debt. Unfortunately, the only infor-

mation about these applications is anecdotal. 

Also, compared to the potential market, the 

actual market is probably very small. Many 

potential users are unaware of or cautious about 

interest-rate risk management instruments. 

Any user of interest-rate swaps is potentially 

also a user of caps, collars, and floors. Larry D. 

Wall and John J. Pringle (1988) conducted a sys-

tematic search of annual reports for 4,000 firms 

that used interest-rate swaps in 1986. The stocks 

of these firms were traded on the New York 
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Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange, 

or the over-the-counter market. Of this sample, 

250 firms were identified as swaps market par-

ticipants. Over 50 percent of this group were 

banks, savings and loans, and other financial 

services firms; commercial banks alone account-

ed for half of these. In addition, Wall and Pringle 

report that "the overwhelming majority of thrifts 

(59 percent), manufacturing firms (69 percent), 

and nonfinancial, nonmanufacturing firms (77 

percent) are exclusively fixed-rate payers."30 As 

a conjecture, the profile of caps, collars, and 

floor users may be quite similar to that for swaps 

users. The fact that credit risks for caps and 

floors are one-sided, however, suggests that 

firms with weaker credit ratings probably use 

caps and floors because they cannot gain access 

to the swaps market on favorable terms. 

Anecdotal accounts from various sources il-

lustrate how different end users employ caps, 

collars, or floors in their management of interest-

rate risk. Many savings and loans, for instance, 

have been active users of these option-based 

instruments. The interest-rate risk confronting 

S&Ls, and depository institutions generally, 

may be considered in terms of their net interest 

margins, that is, the difference between the 

rates at which an institution lends and borrows. 

S&Ls are particularly vulnerable to changes in 

interest rates because maturities (or alter-

natively, the durations) of these institutions' 

assets, predominant ly long-term mortgages, 

greatly exceed the maturities of their liabilities, 

most often short-term time and savings depos-

its. Thus, a rise in rates raises the interest 

expense on an S&L's short-term liabilities with 

possibly little increase in interest earnings on 

its mortgages. The net interest margin narrows 

and could very well become negative. One so-

lution is to convert the floating-rate interest 

expense on the liabilities into fixed-rate pay-

ments via an interest-rate swap. The net interest 

margin would then become much more stable. 

However, a weak credit standing could make 

such a swap too expensive or unobtainable. A 

cap on the floating-rate liabilities could be an 

effective alternative. An S&L's credit rating 

would be irrelevant to a cap writer, who bears no 

credit exposure.31 

As another example, consider a commercial 

bank's portfolio manager who is responsible for 

overseeing a portfolio of floating-rate notes. 

Suppose this manager believes that a large drop 

in short-term interest rates, currently at about 

8 percent, is about to occur. He wants to protect 

the portfolio's earnings and therefore buys an 

out-of-the-money 7 percent interest-rate floor. 

Concerned about the cost of this protection and 

reasonably convinced that rates will not rise 

substantially, he also decides to sell a 9 percent 

interest-rate cap to create a collar on the port-

folio. This example highlights the discretion 

involved in selecting a hedge. A floor could have 

been in place all along, but maintaining a floor 

reduces a portfol io's return by the amount of the 

premium expense. Only when the manager has 

strong concerns about a drop in rates is the 

floor purchased. 

As a final example, the corporate treasurer of 

a consumer products firm is worried about the 

prospects of a rise in interest rates because her 

company has recently undergone a leveraged 

buyout. The financing strategy for the LBO in-

cluded heavy reliance on floating-rate deb t 

secured from a syndicate of commercial banks. 

The firm's debt-to-equity ratio has soared, and 

even a modest rise in rates could bankrupt the 

company. After the LBO the firm's credit stand-

ing was downgraded by the rating services; con-

sequently, access to the swap market is ef-

fectively foreclosed. Buying a two-year interest-

rate cap to cover the firm's floating-rate ex-

posure seems to be a prudent action.32 The 

treasurer expects earnings will be more robust 

after a two-year interval. Also, the protection 

gained for a relatively short-term horizon makes 

sense because during this period the firm 

would be downsizing and reorganizing its op-

erations. 

Credit Risk 

The earlier discussion of the over-the-counter 

market for caps, collars, and floors alluded to 

the riskof default inherent in these instruments. 

That risk is present because the seller of a cap or 

floor is agreeing to fulfill a contract in the event 

the cap or floor moves in the money on a pay-

ment date. Since the seller is a firm, whether a 

commercial bank, investment bank, or non-

financial institution, its assets are limited, and 

thus the company is exposed to the possibility 
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of bankruptcy. The probabil i ty of default is 

rather small for the typical caps, collar, or floor 

writer who also typically issues investment-grade 

bonds into the market. Moody's Investors Ser-

vice, one of the major bond rating firms, recently 

released a study indicating that from 1970 to 

1988 the average annual rate of default by is-

suers of investment-grade bonds was 0.06 per-

cent, as compared to an average annual default 

rate of 3.3 percent for junk bond issuers.33 

Because the consequences of default can be 

financially damaging, default risk receives care-

ful analysis, particularly by counterparties en-

tering into caps and swaps agreements. This 

section of the article takes a detailed look at 

how default risk is evaluated and how it affects 

the pricing of caps, collars, and floors. 

The first aspect of the problem is to consider 

the precise nature of the default risk or, alter-

natively, the credit exposure. If a cap is in the 

money on a floating-rate reset date, the owner of 

the cap expects to receive a payment from the 

cap writer, as reviewed above. If the writer is 

insolvent and thus fails to make the payment, 

the owner is again in an unhedged position and 

must make the full floating-rate payment, but 

this is not the only consequence of default. Pro-

vided the default does not occur on the final 

reset date, the cap was also hedging future reset 

dates, which upon default are also fully ex-

posed. Thus, credit exposure depends on the 

t ime that default occurs in the life of a cap agree-

ment. (Note that a parallel argument can be 

made for floors and collars.) The cost of default 

to the cap buyer is the cost of replacing the 

original cap with a new cap from another seller. If 

interest rates at the default date were identical 

to the initial interest rates and the volatility had 

not changed since the original cap was pur-

chased, the replacement cost of the cap would 

be zero, ignoring transactions costs and dif-

ferences in credit risks. That is, the cost of a new 

cap for the remaining reset dates would exactly 

equal the current market value of the existing 

cap (if default had not occurred). 

The next and rather complex aspect of the 

credit risk question to consider concerns the 

method of assessing credit risk when a cap is 

sold. Bankruptcy of a cap writer has no impact 

on cap buyers as long as the cap stays out of the 

money and the cap buyer has no intention of 

selling the cap before its term ends. Default 

occurs only when a cap is in the money and the 

cap writer is bankrupt. The likelihood of bank-

ruptcy may also be related to the level of in-

terest rates and thus dependent on the future 

path of these rate movements. In addition, as 

just discussed, a cap's replacement cost is a 

function of where in the life of the cap agree-

ment default occurs. All of these factors should 

be weighed in evaluating what the potential 

cost of default could be and how that should 

affect the price of a cap. 

Marcelle Arak, Laurie S. Goodman, and Arthur 

Rones (1986) propose a method of computing 

credit exposure for caps, collars, and floors. 

Their approach amounts to considering dif-

ferent worst-case scenarios that are defined by 

the degree to which a cap can move in the 

money. For a cap the computed exposure de-

"T/ie cost of default to the cap buyer is 

the cost of replacing the original cap 

with a new cap from another seller." 

pends on the size of the upward movement in 

the interest rate that could occur during each 

reset interval. A cap's replacement value will 

tend at first to increase early in the life of the 

instrument and then to decrease toward the 

end of the contract. The credit exposure is taken 

to be the maximum replacement value com-

puted at the reset dates. For example, if the 

interest-rate volatility based on three-month 

LIBOR is 10 percent (as measured by the annual 

standard deviation), over a three-month period 

the volatility is 0.10 Xv/( 1/4) = 5 percent.34 As-

suming an initial 7 percent LIBOR, three months 

later the upward move would be to 7.35 

|7.0 + (0.05 x 7.0)|. Given this rate and a further 

assumption that rates at all other maturities 

shifted in parallel, the cap replacement value is 

calculated. Another 5 percent upward move is 

then computed , giving a new LIBOR of 7.72 

17.35 + (7.35 x 0.05)1 and again the replacement 
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value is computed, and so forth. The credit 

exposure is the maximum value of the replace-

ment cost during the cap agreement. 

A more conservative evaluation of credit ex-

posure might assume that rates rose by two 

standard deviations per year instead of one as 

in the previous example. At two-standard-

deviation moves, the actual exposure would, on 

average, exceed the maximum computed amount 

only 2.5 percent of the time (as compared to 

exceeding it 16.5 percent of the time using a 

one-standard-deviation measure).35 Arak, Good-

man, and Rones give an example of the credit 

exposure on various collar agreements with a 

floor equal to 6 percent and a cap equal to 9 per-

cent. For three-month reset intervals, the ex-

posure is 0.44 percent of the notional principal 

(two-year collar), 0.82 percent (five-year collar), 

"Computations based on worst-case 

scenarios implicitly overstate the ac-

tual incidence of default because of 

the arbitrary assumption about se-

quential interest-rate moves only in 

one direction. " 

and 2.68 percent (10-year collar).36 By these 

researchers' calculations, the credit exposure 

on collars is rather small, especially compared 

to similar calculations for other instruments 

they consider, such as interest-rate swaps and 

forward contracts. These calculations are intend-

ed for commercial banks, which set credit limits 

for particular customers in order to manage the 

size of potential losses in the event of default. 

However, the method put forth by Arak, Good-

man, and Rones is not useful for pricing caps— 

that is, for adjusting the price or rate for the 

anticipated cost of default. Computations based 

on worst-case scenarios implicitly overstate the 

actual incidence of default because of the arbi-

trary assumption about sequential interest-rate 

moves only in one direction. A more desirable 

approach would compute the "expected value" 

of default—the difference between caps not 

subject to default and those that are. 

Caps as Default-Risky Options. Almost all of 

the option pricing models used to value caps 

ignore default risk. An exception is the model 

proposed by Herb Johnson and Stulz (1987), in 

which they derive formulas for default-risky or 

"vulnerable" puts and calls. Unfortunately, their 

formulas cannot be straightforwardly applied to 

caps, collars, or floors because of the time 

dimension involved in these options-based in-

struments. As has been emphasized, caps are a 

sequence of options—default-risky options. 

Fulfilling a given option contained in a cap 

depends on the absence of bankruptcy at earlier 

reset dates. If bankruptcy occurred earlier, the 

current option would not be honored by the cap 

writer. The sequential time dimension involved 

in valuing caps makes the mathematics for-

midably complex.37 

This author has tackled the complexity of cap 

valuation by using computer-intensive methods 

to handle the intricate contingencies implied in 

cap, collar, floor, and swap agreements (Peter A. 

Abken |forthcoming|). His computer model 

avoids the contradictory assumption inherent in 

the Black model used for short-term debt op-

tions—that short-term interest rates are con-

stant—but at the cost of trading off a simple 

analytical formula for a complicated computer 

algorithm. Nevertheless, the intuition behind 

the new model is simple and easily explained. 

The value of a European option can be thought 

of as the average or expected value of its payoffs 

at expiration, discounted back to the present. 

Options are difficult to value because the payoff 

upon expiration is a "kinked," or discontinuous, 

function of the underlying asset price. A call 

option is worth zero if the underlying asset price 

at expiration is less than the strike price, and 

positive in value if the underlying asset price 

exceeds the strike price, increasing dollar for 

dollar with the amount above the strike. The 

Black-Scholes and Black formulas compute the 

value of a call as the expected value of the future 

payoffs.38 Some payoffs are more likely to occur 

than others, and the formulas account for the 

probabilities associated with the payoffs. 

Monte Carlo Simulat ion. One method for 

valuing options relies on extensive com-

putations to determine the expected payoffs. 

Known as Monte Carlo simulation, this process 

was first applied to option pricing problems by 

Phelim P. Boyle (1977). The standard application 
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involves stock option pricing. A stock price, on 

which an option is valued, is assumed to rise 

and fall randomly overtime, although its value at 

any point can be described in terms of its statis-

tical distribution, which is known or assumed. In 

standard problems the distribution for stock 

price changes is assumed to be fully charac-

terized by its mean and variance. Using this 

information, artificial future stock-price paths, 

also known as realizations, can be created 

numerically by computer. By randomly generat-

ing a large enough number of price paths (tens 

of thousands, at a minimum) and evaluating the 

payoff on an option with a given strike price at a 

particular point in time—the option's expiration 

date—an average over these randomly gener-

ated payoffs can be made. The option price is 

given by appropriately discounting the expect-

ed future payoff into current dollars. Of course, 

the Black-Scholes formula accomplishes the 

same thing mathematically and is conceptually 

equivalent. To the penny, both methods will 

give the same price using identical assump-

tions regarding the statistical characteristics of 

stock price movements. The Monte Carlo meth-

od, though cumbersome, pays off in cases where 

the asset price moves in unusual ways, such as in 

random jumps—for example, due to a stock 

market crash. The Black-Scholes model rules 

out such movements by assumption. Cap valua-

tion is another area where Monte Carlo methods 

offer a simplification over approaches that may 

not otherwise be mathematically tractable. 

Three factors taken together contribute to the 

complexity of default-risky cap valuation. The 

first is that debt prices on instruments like 

Treasury bills or Eurodollar deposits vary with 

interest rates. Second, each constituent option 

in a cap is subject to default and must be valued 

as a default-risky option. Third, the payoff on a 

given option depends on the nonoccurrence of 

default on options from earlier periods. 

The payoff of a vulnerable call option is the 

lesser of the firm's value or the default-free 

option payoff. The value of the firm is the market 

value of its equity (before including the value of 

its cap). If the value of the firm that sold the 

option is greater than the payoff, no default 

occurs. If the payoff exceeds the firm's value, the 

company defaults and the option holder re-

ceives the value of the firm—or some share of it, 

as determined by the bankruptcy courts—when 

the company is liquidated. In view of the fact 

that a vulnerable call may pay off less, but never 

more, than a default-free call, the value of a 

vulnerable call must be less than the value of an 

otherwise comparable default-free call. 

An additional consideration for cap valuation, 

as discussed above, is that default on a cap 

leaves the cap buyer unhedged. The exposure 

is the replacement value of the cap. Thus, 

default involves at a minimum replacement of 

the missed option payoff, and possibly the 

entire remaining value of the cap, if the firm 

wants to maintain the hedge. Thus, besides 

valuing default-risky call options, cap valuation 

must also evaluate such replacement costs. 

The Elements of the Caps Model. To convey 

the basic ideas behind construction of the caps 

model, this section of the article sketches out 

"An additional consideration for cap 

valuation ...is that default on a cap 

leaves the cap buyer unhedged. The 

exposure is the replacement value of 

the cap." 

the model, the technical details of which can be 

found in Abken (forthcoming). Three so-called 

state variables are computer-generated to im-

plement the simulation. The options making up 

a cap are valued based on the underlying in-

terest rate, as discussed earlier. The entire path 

of the term structure of interest rates is gen-

erated using the model developed by Stephen 

M. Schaefer and Eduardo S. Schwartz (1984). Two 

state variables are the difference or spread be-

tween the instantaneous rate and a consol rate 

(that is, the rate on a bond having infinite 

maturity), and the consol rate itself. All other 

intermediate-maturity discount bonds are 

derived by formula from these two inputs, which 

describe absolute and relative movements in 

interest rates at all maturities. The third state 

variable represents the value of the firm, which 

also fluctuates randomly over time, reflecting 

unpredictable changes in interest rates, earn-
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ings, and other variables that determine firm 

value. 

The example to be considered is parallel to 

the one discussed earlier in Table 1, but the 

focus is now on credit risk. The cap model will 

value two-year caps on a three-month interest 

rate. The cap consists of seven reset dates, at 

each of which the firm's value is compared to the 

call option payoff. Default-free and default-risky 

caps are valued. The difference in the price or 

rate for these otherwise identical caps is the 

credit spread for default risk. The example de-

veloped below illustrates how default risk is 

particularly sensitive to the correlation over 

t ime between firm value and interest-rate 

movements. 

The parameter values for the Schaefer-

Schwartz model were estimated from actual 

"[Djefault risk is particularly sensitive 

to the correlation over time between 

firm value and interest-rate move-

ments. " 

interest-rate data on one-month Treasury bill 

and 30-year bond yields, which served as prox-

ies for the instantaneous interest rate and con-

sol interest rate, respectively. The rates were 

sampled weekly on Fridays from January 1983 to 

August 1989. The reader is referred to Abken 

(forthcoming) for details concerning parameter 

estimation and other technical details concern-

ing the model. 

A simplification used in the simulations pre-

sented in this article is that whenever a default 

occurs—that is, when the firm value is less than 

the option payoff—the replacement value of the 

cap is not computed. Instead, the option payoff 

for that reset date is set equal to the negative of 

the payoff. In other words, the cap owner has to 

cover the full floating-rate interest payment for 

that date. Payoffs at future reset dates are as-

sumed to be zero. Valuing a new cap at current 

rates would increase the cost of default com-

pared to the procedure used here; such valua-

tion, however, would also require separate 

simulations at each occurrence of default. 

More Examples. Table 2 gives the results of 

the simulations. Three panels of this table differ 

only in the degree that firm value is correlated 

with interest-rate movements. In the Schaefer-

Schwartz model, there are two elements to this 

correlation. Firm value can be correlated with 

consol rate movements or spread movements, 

or both. (TheSchaefer-Schwartz model assumes 

that the spread and consol rate are uncorre-

lated, which is supported by empirical research.) 

Correlation coefficients range from — 1, perfect 

negative correlation, to 1, perfect positive cor-

relation. Intuitively, a cap writer whose firm 

value is negatively correlated with interest-rate 

movements poses a greater credit risk than one 

that is positively correlated. For a given strike 

level, when interest rates are high, caps are 

more likely to be in the money and require a 

payment from the writer. A negative correlation 

therefore means that high interest rates are 

associated with low firm value; hence, default is 

more probable than it would be for zero or posi-

tive correlations. Also, empirically short- and 

long-term interest rates are positively cor-

related. Thus, a negative correlation of firm 

value and long-term interest rate would also be 

associated with a negative correlation between 

the firm value and interest-rate spread (defined 

as the short rate less the long rate). 

Panel A gives the base case of zero correlation 

of firm value with the interest-rate spread and 

with the long-term interest rate. The annual 

default rate for this case is set to 0.13 percent by 

adjusting the initial value of the firm to give this 

rate as the outcome of the simulations.39 The 

same initial firm value is then used in panels B 

and C, thereby yield ing new default rates due to 

different correlations with the term structure 

variables. The initial term structure has a spread 

of 2.7 percentage points, which was the average 

spread over the sample period. The short-term 

interest rate is initially 8 percent and the cap is 

written at 9 percent. As in Table 1, the option 

rates are given for each reset date. This table 

includes default-free and default-risky options; 

the sum over reset dates for each type is the cap 

rate. Because the default rate is so low, the dis-

crepancies between default-free and default-

risky option prices do not become significant 
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Table 2. 
Default-Free and Default-Risky Cap Rates 

Estimated by Monte Carlo Simulation, 9.0 Percent Two-Year Cap 

Initial term structure: Short-term rate, 8.0 percent; Long-term rate, 10.7 percent 

Panel A: Correlation of firm value with interest-rate spread: 0 

Correlation of firm value with long-term rate: 0 

Reset date number: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Time to expiration (weeks): 13 26 39 52 65 78 91 

Default-free option rate: 7.94 17.99 26.95 35.57 43.98 51.87 59.86 

Default-risky option rate: 7.94 17.99 26.95 35.53 43.81 51.34 58.71 

Default-free cap rate: 244.16 Default-risky cap rate: 242.28 

Standard deviation: (1.45) Standard deviation: (1.43) 

95 percent confidence interval: (241.32, 247.00) 95 percent confidence interval: (239.48, 245.08) 

Credit spread in basis points: 1.89 
Standard deviation: (0.14) 

95 percent confidence interval: (1.62, 2.16) 

Annual default rate: 0.13 percent 

Panel B: Correlation of firm value with interest-rate spread: -0.5 

Correlation of firm value with long-term rate: -0.5 

Reset date number: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Default-free option rate: 7.94 17.99 26.95 35.57 43.98 51.87 59.86 

Default-risky option rate: 7.94 17.98 26.79 34.98 42.19 48.15 53.51 

Default-free cap rate: 244.16 Default-risky cap rate: 231.54 

Standard deviation: (1.45) Standard deviation: (1.35) 

95 percent confidence interval: (241.32, 247.00) 95 percent confidence interval: (228.89, 234.19) 

Credit spread in basis points: 12.63 
Standard deviation: (0.35) 

95 percent confidence interval: (11.94,13.32) 

Annual default rate: 0.71 percent 

Panel C: Correlation of firm value with interest-rate spread: 0.5 

Correlation of firm value with long-term rate: 0.5 

Reset date number: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Default-free option rate: 7.94 17.99 26.95 35.57 43.98 51.87 59.86 

Default-risky option rate: 7.94 17.99 26.95 35.57 43.98 51.87 59.86 

Default-free cap rate: 244.16 Default-risky cap rate: 244.16 

Standard deviation: (1-45) Standard deviation: (1.45) 

95 percent confidence interval: (241.32, 247.00) 95 percent confidence interval: (241.32, 247.00) 

Credit spread in basis points: 0.0 

Standard deviation: (0.0) 

95 percent confidence interval: (0.0,0.0) 

Annual default rate: 0.0 percent 

Note: Sample size for each panel: 50,000 independent draws. Cap rates expressed in basis points. 
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until the later reset dates. The default-free cap 

rate is 244.16 basis points, whereas the default-

risky cap rate is 242.28. The difference of 1.89 

basis points is the credit spread. 

These figures are estimates and have an error 

associated with them. One can arbitrarily re-

duce that error by increasing the number of 

realizations used to compu te the options. 

Quadrupl ing the number of realizations re-

duces the standard deviation by half. The sim-

ulations for each panel were generated by 

taking 50,000 independent sets of realizations 

of the state variables.40 The standard deviation 

and 95 percentconfidence intervals for each cap 

rate and the spread are reported in Table 2. 

The simulation used to generate panel B was 

the same as that for panel A in all respects 

except that the correlation between firm value 

and interest-rate spread is —0.5 instead of zero, 

and the correlation between firm value and 

long-term rate is —0.5 instead of zero. The re-

sults show a substantial increase in the inci-

dence of default. The base rate in panel A for 

zero correlations is 0.13 percent, whereas the 

negative correlations in panel B raise the de-

fault rate to 0.71 percent. The credit spread rises 

from 1.89 basis points to 12.63 basis points. As 

discussed previously, the reason is that firm 

value is likely to be low when interest rates are 

high. The cap writer has a greater chance of 

being insolvent when a payment is required. As 

a final example, the correlations in panel C take 

the opposite signs from those in panel B. The 

credit spread and annual default rate drop to 

zero. The greater chance of high firm value coin-

ciding with cap payments reduces the likeli-

hood of default by the cap writer; in this case, 

the incidence of default drops to zero. 

The substantial increase in the credit spread 

exhibited in panel B may exaggerate default risk 

for two reasons. First, the cap is assumed to be 

unhedged by the firm. In other words, the com-

pany is taking a speculative position. Actual cap 

writers usually take offsetting positions in other 

caps or hedge by other methods, at least to 

some degree. Second, the model assumes that 

failure to cover cap payments is the only factor 

causing bankruptcy. For actual cap writers, the 

contingent liability posed by a cap is probably 

small compared to other items on the balance 

sheet. On the other hand, the computed credit 

spread may still be a good approximation if the 

cap serves as a proxy for the firm's overall 

balance sheet exposure to movements in in-

terest rates. 

No data on actual credit spreads are pub-

lished. In conversations with the author, cap 

market participants place the credit spreads 

that have occurred in the range of 5 to 10 basis 

points for two- to three-year caps. The esti-

mated spreads using the cap model are rough-

ly in that range. Further research into actual 

credit spreads and refinements of the cap 

model should sharpen the estimation results 

and make the model more useful. 

Conclusion 

Interest-rate caps, collars, and floors are 

among the newest interest-rate risk manage-

ment instruments. This article has given an 

exposition of these closely related instruments, 

which are options-based and designed to limit 

exposure to fluctuations in short-term interest 

rates on floating-rate assets or debt. Their ap-

plications are not limited to hedging. Like op-

tions, they are also convenient for speculating 

on interest-rate movements. In practice, how-

ever, the distinction between these two appli-

cations is rarely clear-cut. Several examples 

served to illustrate how financial managers use 

caps, collars, and floors. 

The article also discussed the credit risks 

associated with caps, collars, and floors, which 

for the most part are over-the-counter contracts 

offered by one firm to another. Default risk is 

inherent in this kind of arrangement and can be 

priced. A new cap valuation model produced 

credit spreads that are not much different from 

those observed in the cap market between 

stronger and weaker credit risks among cap 

writers. Interest-rate risk management has been 

growing in importance for financial managers. 

This article may improve their understanding of 

the credit risk of caps, collars, and floors and 

help determine the cost of interest-rate pro-

tection. 
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Notes 

'Recent Economic Review articles include Abken (1987), 

Feinstein and Goe t zmann (1988), Kawaller, Koch, and 

Koch (1988), and Feinstein (1989). 
2 See Wall and Pringle (1988) for an introduction to interest-

rate swaps. 
3For brevity, the market for caps, collars, and floors will be 

referred to as the cap market 
4 See Kuprianov (1986): 16-20, for a discussion of Eurodollar 

deposi ts and Eurodollar futures. 
5The information on the 1SDA survey was reported in 

Risk 2 (April 1989): 11. 
6A detai led discussion of opt ion pricing is beyond the 

scope of this article. A basic overview can b e found in 

Abken (1987). See Cox and Rubinstein (1985) or larrowand 

Rudd (1983) for more thorough introductions to opt ion 

pricing. 

7See Abken (1987): 6, for more detail, 

^ e e Henderson (1986) for further discussion. 
9 See Black (1976). 

10Tb the author's knowledge, no publ ished studies have 

compared the accuracy of different option-pricing models 

for pricing caps and related instruments. One reason may 

be that there are no publicly available data on these rates, 

and another is that these instruments are relatively new. 

Little empirical research exists on the adequacy of dif-

ferent interest-rate option-pricing mode ls . Boyle and 

Turnbull (1989) use the Courtadon option-pricing mode l 

in evaluating collar rates, but they d o not compare their 

rates with those from other models nor with actual mar-

ket rates. 

1 'Because the CME and most LIFFE Eurodollar futures are 

"cash-settled," a $1 million deposi t is rarely made, but 

instead only the difference between the current, or spot, 

LIBOR and the contracted LIBOR t imes the notional prin-

cipal actually changes hands. 
l2Prior to )une 1989 contract months extended three years. 
I 3 A Eurodollar futures price is actually an index value that 

equals 100 minus the "add-on" yield (three-month LIBOR). 

Thus, the futures price and add-on yield move inversely 

with each other. See Kuprianov (1986): 16, for more detail 

on Eurodollar futures and short-term interest-rate futures 

generally. Both the add-on yield and the futures price are 

usually quoted in the financial press. 
l 4See Feinstein (1989) for detai ls on the estimation, inter-

pretation, and uses of impl ied volatilities. The Eurodollar 

futures opt ions are actually American options, but the 

early exercise feature has negligible value for the slightly 

out-of-the-money opt ions usually used in estimating the 

impl ied volatilities with a European futures opt ion for-

mula. 

l 5 Sums in Table 1 may not add up d ue to rounding error. Cap 

rates are usually rounded to whole basis points. The 

dollar amounts are the exact amounts computed in con-

structing Table 1. 
16Another way to create a zero-cost collar is to set the floor 

first and then determine the appropriate cap. The method 

discussed in the text is more common. 

' 7Collars have also been offered that give the buyer a pay-

ment for taking the collar, that is, the value of the floor sold 

exceeds the cost of the cap purchased. See "NatWest 

Uses Incentives to Push Rate Collars," American Banker, 
August 2, 1989. 

' 8These examples are consistent with the recent findings of 

Boyle and Turnbull (1989) in their examination of collars. 

Using a different option-pricing mode l than the Black 

model , they found that a 100 percent increase in the 

volatility causes the floor level to change by less than one 

basis point. If their f indings are also valid for the Black 

model , most of the difference observed in the examples 

in the text is a t t r ibutab le to the difference in yield 

curves. 

19Before March 1989, contract expiration dates had a maxi-

mum maturity of one year. See Chicago Mercantile Ex-

change (February/March 1989): 7. 
2 0The term counterparty is standard terminology for the 

other party in a swap, cap, floor, or collar agreement. 
2 'Another complication in using futures in a replicating 

portfolio is that futures contracts are marked to market 

daily. This situation may create cash flow problems since 

futures positions that lose value may be subject to fre-

quent margin calls. Even though the replicating portfolio 

is used to hedge a cap, which matches it in value, the cash 

flows from the cap come only when it is sold and on 

interest payment dates. 
2 2 See Abken (1987) for more on the synthetic creation of 

options. Mattu (1986) gives examples of replicating port-

folios for caps and floors. 
23Shirreff (1986) gives an interesting though somewhat 

dated overview of the caps market and the various players 

in it. 

2 4LeGrand and Fertakis (1986): 134. 
25Floating-rate CDs are also called variable-rate CDs. 
2 6 See Intermarket (October 1986): 14, for an account of the 

first such sale of a cap from a capped floating-rate note 

(FRN). By selling a cap off an issue of $100 mill ion in 12-

year capped FRNs, Banque Indosuez of Paris lowered its 

interest rate by one-eighth of a po in t be low LIBOR. 

Uncapped , the notes would have sold at LIBOR. The 

capped FRNs were issued at LIBOR plus three-eighths. 

On an annual basis, Indosuez therefore collected the 

equivalent of 50 basis points on the sale of its cap. 
27Shirreff (1986): 29. 

2 8The volatilities shown inChart I are probably not the same 

as those used to generate the cap rates. The volatilities 

were obta ined from a different source than the cap rates, 

but they shou ld be highly correlated with the actual 

volatilities used to price the caps. 
2 9Newbery and Stiglitz (1981) give a comprehensive discus-

sion of risk aversion and the rationale for hedging. 
30Wall and Pringle (1988): 22. 

3 'The example given was described in terms of a "flow con-

cept" of interest-rate risk, that is, the impact of a change in 

interest rates on the net interest margin. Another way to 

view interest-rate risk is in terms of a "stock concept," the 

change in the net worth of the firm. A parallel shift in the 

term structure of interest rates would reduce the value of 

an S&L's long-term mortgages more than it would reduce 

the value of its short-term liabilities. Net worth would be 

reduced or possibly turn negative. Purchasing a c ap-an 

asset on the balance sheet-would offset loss of net worth 
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to some extent because it would gain value as interest 

rates rise. See Spahr, Luytjes, and Edwards (1988) for a 

good exposition of this application of caps and how they 

hedge interest-rate risk. 

3 2Commercia l banks underwrit ing d eb t for highly lever-

aged financings often require their floating-rate borrow-

ers to buy caps for a portion of the debt . This hedging 

requirement may be st ipulated in the loan covenant. See 

Richardson (1989): 12. 

3 3See Moody's Special Report (1989). 
34This method assumes that the interest rate follows a ran-

d o m walk with no "dr i f t " (that is, determin is t ic trend 

movements). Changes in the interest rate from period to 

period are assumed to be normally distributed with con-

stant variance (or standard deviation), implying that the 

statistical distribution of interest-rate movements may be 

completely characterized by only its mean and variance. 

35These percentages are based on the properties of the nor-

mal distribution, which is assumed to describe interest-

rate movements. 
36Arak, Goodman , and Rones (1986): 452. 
3 7Cap valuation can be formulated as a kind of compound 

opt ion problem. See Geske (1977) to appreciate the com-

plexities involved in valuing securities that are composed 

of sequences of options. 
3 8 ln a discrete t ime model the expected value is a weighted 

average of all possible payoffs, each payoff mult ipl ied by 

the probabil ity of its occurring. 
39According to Moody's study, the lowest investment-grade 

bonds, rated Baa (or BBB by Standard and Poor's), had 

average annua l defau l t rates over two-year horizons of 

0.25 percent. A Standard and Poor's BBB-rated investment 

bank was reportedly at a disadvantage in writing caps 

compared to stronger writers. See Shirreff (1986): 34. 

The 0.13 default rate used in the example was chosen to 

reflect the lower risk of default on a cap relative to a 

bond. 
4 0The Monte Carlo simulations used a variance reduction 

technique called the method of antithetic variates (see 

Boyle 11977|). The total number of realizations was in fact 

200,000 for each simulation, though only a fourth of that 

number came from independent draws from the random 

number generator. See Abken (forthcoming) for more 

details. 
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